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1. Introduction

Detection of HIV-specific antibodies forms the cornerstone for laboratory diagnosis of HIV infections. Serologic methods are routinely used to determine whether a host is infected with HIV, to evaluate the status of infections, and to assist monitoring antiretroviral therapy. Primary diagnosis of HIV infection is commonly accomplished by serology via detection of HIV antibody using a screening enzyme immunoassay (EIA) or a rapid assay, followed by a subsequent confirmatory Western blot (WB) test. Used in a point of care testing (POCT) format, rapid HIV antibody tests have filled an essential need in HIV testing especially in resource-limited settings. Detuned antibody assays allow for the distinction between recent and distant HIV-1 infections, which have been used mainly for epidemiology surveillance and investigations. In addition to clinical diagnosis of HIV infection, serology remains the mainstay for screening donated blood and blood products prior to transfusion to ensure that recipients receive the safest possible blood products. In this chapter, we will review pearls and pitfalls of serologic methods currently being used in routine HIV diagnosis and screening. Rational use of HIV serologic testing will be illustrated by clinical case presentations.

2. Cases from clinical settings

2.1 Case 1

A 45-year-old single man presents to a primary care unit with complaints of ‘having a prostate problem’. He wants to find out whether he has the same condition because his father and elder brother have the same problem. He tells doctors that he has always been in good health except for urinary symptoms. Approximately 1 year ago, he paid a medical visit due to a sore throat. When the patient is asked more closely about other symptoms besides the sore throat, he said that skin rash, coughs, malaise are included. He was prescribed a course of antibiotics and spent a week at home before returned to work. However, it took almost 2 weeks to recover fully. The patient accepts routine HIV testing and other tests
specific for STIs are also obtained on the basis of his history. The patient is tested with the standard blood test. He is told that the HIV test results are negative when he returns for follow-up 2 weeks later. He comments that after being made aware of his personal risks, he convinced his wife to be tested (who is negative); because they both had other sex partners with an unknown sex and drug use history during their separation. Although family members and alleged partners, including spouses, should not be notified of a specific person’s tests result, the CDC recommends as part of partner services that they should be independently encouraged to have HIV testing as part of routine care (CDC, 2008).

2.2 Case 2
A 21-year-old man comes to the outpatient clinic with complaints of ‘burning while urinating’ for the past 3 days. Symptoms such as fevers, flank pain, or penile discharge have been denied. He had several sexual partners over the past 6 months. He uses condoms with his casual partners but prefers not to do so with his primary partner. He attributes his present symptoms to condom breakage during sexual intercourse with a casual partner. He tells that he has sex only with men, but denies use of injection drugs. He has never been tested for HIV. Reasons for previously declining are that he ‘is usually careful’ and, besides, ‘Magic Johnson has it and he looks good.’ After some discussion, the patient states that he has had blood drawn at emergency department visits at other hospitals in the past several years. However, he did not return for the test results and assumed that because he was not contacted about the results, all tests, including any for HIV, must be negative. However, he states that he is unemployed and frequently stays with friends at different locations. The patient initially declines HIV screening. He has a family member who works at the local health department and is very concerned that this person would have access to his results if he tested positive. State laws require that positive confirmatory HIV test results be reported to the surveillance division of the respective health department. However, access to test results is restricted to a very few individuals who have signed confidentiality agreements. Additionally, as noted after being reassured about test confidentiality, the patient agrees to screening. His rapid HIV test is reactive. This result was confirmed by follow-up testing. Linkage of patients newly diagnosed HIV positive to further care is very important and relatively brief interventions can be effective (Craw, JA., et al., 2008). On the basis of other laboratory indices, such as CD4 count and viral load, it appears that the patient has been infected for many years.

2.3 Case 3
A 16-month-old boy presented with prolonged fever and oral candidiasis for the past 6 month. He was a term infant delivered by cesarean section without complications. He was breast-fed for the first 6 days of life and then switched to bottle-feeding. At one month of age, he developed oral candidiasis and was treated with mycostatin, but no effect was observed. Subsequently, he was hospitalized due to prolonged fever and cough and diagnosed with Pseudomonas aeruginosa infection by sputum culture. His cytomegalovirus and adenovirus IgM antibody tests were positive. Ultrasound examination of the abdomen revealed hepatosplenomegaly. His mother was HIV antibody positive one week before delivery, which was subsequently confirmed by a Genetic System HIV-1 Western-blot. Her
CD4+ cell count was 212/mm³ and viral load was 1.6×10⁶ copies/ml. The boy had a rapid HIV-1/2 antibody test performed twice in serum at age 5- and 7-month, which were negative. The Abbott rapid test was repeated at age 7- and 8-month during his hospitalization and the results remained negative; however, HIV-1/2 antibody was detected in his serum by an enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (TNA-Abb, Dainabot Co., Tokyo, Japan) at the time of readmission when he was 7-mo old. HIV-1 Western-blot was performed in plasma at the Shanghai Centers for Disease Control and prevention, which revealed the presence of a single HIV gp120 band. His HIV viral loads ranged from 1.5 to 2.2×10⁵ copies/ml in plasma during his hospitalization (Zhang, YZ., et al., 2008).

2.4 Case 4
A 26-year-old woman presents to a community-based facility because she suspects that she is pregnant. She has not had a menstrual period for 2 months. She has been married for 5 years, but has no child. The pregnant test is positive. The patient has a family history of sickle cell disease, and she asks about the diseases that she and her unborn child will be screened for as part of the initial prenatal evaluation. The patient was informed of the various screening tests routinely included in the initial prenatal evaluation. Although an HIV test is included in the general consent for obstetric care, she declines. She remarks that she has been monogamous for 5 years and had a negative test ‘back then.’ She reports having had some marital difficulties ‘like all couples,’ but she is not concerned about contracting HIV because she ‘has never used drugs and is not gay.’ Besides, her husband ‘would kill me if I ever gave him something’. After the patient spent time discussing her reasons for declining testing and these concerns were addressed by the provider, she realized that she was not being singled out for an HIV test and agreed to screening. The result of the rapid HIV test was negative. She breathes a sigh of relief and discloses that some of her marital problems were due to her husband’s infidelity.

3. Discussion and comments
It is estimated currently that 21% of HIV cases in the United States are undiagnosed (Campsmith, ML., et al., 2010). Recent studies showed that missed opportunity visits, i.e., when HIV screening is not included as a routine part of the appraisal or is not offered when it should have been, are very common (Althoff, KN., et al., 2010; Duffus, WA., et al., 2009). In addition, there will always be a new generation of individuals at risk for HIV acquisition. Screening should be offered regardless of perceived behavioral risk, and the opportunity should not be lost to educate those who test negative. To redirect local health jurisdictions in taking a broader approach to HIV testing in their communities, the CDC published revised recommendations for routine HIV testing in healthcare settings in 2006 (Branson, BM., et al., 2006). These recommendations include routine screening of 13- to 64-year-old patients. However, it may be prudent to screen beyond the recommended older age limit if history suggests continued sexual activity. All patients being screened should be asked about specific behaviors associated with increased risk such as sexual practices, including multiple partners, condom use, and use of performance-enhancing medications and about injection drug use (Adimora, AA., et al., 2003). The CDC further recommends that routine screening take place in all healthcare
facilities and institutions, unless prevalence of undiagnosed HIV infection in the patient population has been documented to be <0.1%. If such data are unavailable, routine screening should occur until it has been prospectively established that diagnostic yield is <1 per 1000 patients screened. When a yield of < 1 per 1000 is present, routine screening is no longer warranted and targeted testing should be used. Other recommendations for routine screening include any patient initiating treatment for tuberculosis (Taylor, Z., et al. 2005), because of the increased incidence of coinfection and the requisite modification to HIV therapy in case of coinfection in developing countries (Jiang, XY., et al., 2008). Any patient seeking treatment for an STD should be screened at each visit for a new complaint. Testing should be performed whether the patient is known or suspected to have specific behavioral risks for HIV infection. Repeat screening of persons not likely to be at high risk for HIV should be based on clinical judgment. Individuals at high risk for HIV should be screened at least annually. Indications of high risk include (1) injection drug users and their sex partners, (2) persons who exchange sex for drugs or money, (3) sex partners of HIV-infected individuals, (4) men who have sex with men (MSM), (5) heterosexuals who themselves or whose sex partners have had more than 1 sex partner since their most recent HIV test. Any identified risk exposure within the past 3-6 months should prompt rescreening within the next 3-6 months. If risk behavior continues, periodic testing in 3-6 months is recommended.

A meta-analysis of 11 independent findings (6 comparing HIV-aware persons with independent groups of unaware individuals; 5 comparing seroconverters before and after learning status) demonstrated that HIV-infected individuals were likely to reduce unprotected anal or vaginal intercourse after learning their positive serostatus. After adjusting data to focus on partners not already infected, the analysis showed a 68% reduction in reports of unprotected anal or vaginal intercourse (Marks, G., et al. 2005). This is important because greater than 80% of HIV cases diagnosed in the United States are among individuals who report sexual exposure (CDC, 2010).

The cost-effectiveness of routine HIV screening has also been demonstrated. Recently, published papers concerning the cost-effectiveness of HIV screening concluded that even when the prevalence of HIV infection in specific populations is substantially lower than 1%, screening for HIV is cost-effective relative to other established screening programs (Farnham, PG., et al., 2008). Sanders indicated that screening was also cost-effective in comparison with other commonly accepted screening programs, even when the known population prevalence of HIV was substantially lower than 1% (Sanders, GD., et al., 2005). Immediately after infection occurs, there is a rapid rise in plasma viremia with the virus being disseminated widely in the body. During the period from initial infection to complete seroconversion (referred to as primary HIV infection), routine tests for HIV antibody are unable to detect the new infection (Fiebig, EW., et al., 2003). This high concentration of the virus has important public health implications because the HIV diagnosis could be missed, and it is a period of extreme infectiousness (Wawer, MJ., et al. 2005).

It has been shown that the majority of seropositive patients do not present with symptoms suggestive of HIV infection. Because of their nonspecific nature, it requires a high index of suspicion to associate the symptoms of acute retroviral syndrome (ARS) with primary HIV infection. The signs and symptoms of ARS can develop within days or occur up to weeks after initial exposure. Although these can last from a few days to more than 10 weeks,
symptom duration is usually less than 2 weeks (Hecht, FM., et al., 2002). Fever, fatigue, rash, and pharyngitis are the most common symptoms of ARS. Other symptoms include lymphadenopathy, myalgia, headache, arthralgia, aseptic meningitis, weight loss, depression, night sweats, gastrointestinal distress, and oral or genital ulcers. Differential diagnosis includes infectious mononucleosis, secondary syphilis, acute hepatitis A or B, roseola or other viral exanthems, and toxoplasmosis. The occurrence and severity of symptoms during primary HIV infection correlate with the rapidity of clinical and immunologic decline. The nonspecific nature of these symptoms poses a major challenge for diagnosis, and emphasizes the need to obtain an accurate history of possible HIV exposure. For example, primary HIV infection should be considered in any patient with possible exposure presenting with fever of unknown cause (Pincus, JM., et al., 2003). This was especially pronounced in episodic care settings, such as STD clinics, emergency departments and urgent care facilities. The implementation of rapid testing for routine screening can substantially reduce the number of individuals who fail to learn test results, and minimize the expenses allocated to locate persons identified as HIV infected.

3.1 HIV testing with rapid technology

With the rapid test, as with the standard (conventional) HIV test, the provider should recommend testing, provide information about the test and an explanation of the window period, and give the patient an opportunity to decline or opt out of HIV testing; guidelines are available online (http://www.cdc.gov/hiv/topics/research/respect-2/counseling/pdf/RESPECT2StandardTestingCounselingProtocol.pdf). A number of US Food and Drug Administration (FDA)-approved rapid HIV testing products are available (http://www.cdc.gov/hiv/topics/testing/rapid/rt-comparison.htm). Providers who will be administering the test should be trained, either by the manufacturer or the local health department, in how to use the product available at their facilities. Rapid testing is done in a single session, so a patient should be assessed for their readiness to receive results on the same day. Positive rapid test results are preliminary and must be confirmed by Western blot or direct immunofluorescence assay before a diagnosis of HIV infection is established. However, negative results are considered conclusive and follow-up is not generally required (CDC, 2004).

As previously stated, because of the same-day availability of the results, rapid testing is very suitable for patients who are unlikely to return for their results. It is also the test of choice when an immediate treatment decision needs to be made (e.g., untested woman in labor, occupational or sexual exposure). In order to reduce the mortality, morbidity, and transmission among groups most affected (http://www.cdc.gov/hiv/topics/surveillance/resources/slides/mortality/index.htm), it is important to understand and address the reasons for late testing for HIV. Persons diagnosed with AIDS concurrently or soon after (e.g., 3 or fewer years) receiving their initial HIV test results continue to represent a significant number of missed opportunities for diagnosis and prevention. Although there has been a steady increase in the CD4 counts of infected individuals at initial presentation, a large North American data set found that the average remained below 350 cells/µL, whereas 500 cells/µL is the lower threshold for
treatment initiation recommended by the US Department of Health & Human Services HIV treatment guidelines, as of December 2009 (http://www.aidsinfo.nih.gov/contentfiles/AdultandAdolescentGL.pdf). Data from 34 states showed that 38.3% of people who tested positive had progressed to AIDS 1 year or less after initial diagnosis of their HIV infection, and 45% had an AIDS diagnosis within 3 years (Shouse, RL., et al., 2009).

The percentage of individuals with AIDS occurring within 3 years after diagnosis increased with age, ranging from 22.7% in adolescents (13-19 years old) to 63.2% in those older than 60 years of age. Racial disparities were also noted (42.6% whites; 42.9% multiple/unknown race; 46.1% black/African American; 46.1% American Indian/Alaskan native; 48.4% Hispanic/Latino, and 50.4% Asian). A greater proportion of adolescent boys/men (46.9%) compared with adolescent girls/women (41.5%) developed AIDS within 3 years.

Possible reasons for late testing include stigma and homophobia as well as lack of access to testing facilities. Individuals may not seek HIV testing because they do not consider themselves at risk. Also, healthcare providers may not recognize the risk factors for HIV infection or the signs and symptoms of ARS, i.e., the signs and symptoms of primary HIV infection.

3.2 HIV serologic testing for men who have sex with men (MSM)

National HIV Behavioral Surveillance (NHBS) system estimates and monitors risk behaviors and collects data from metropolitan areas. According to the 2008 NHBS report, nearly 1 in 5 MSM were infected with HIV and 44% were unaware of their serostatus (CDC, 2010), 19% of MSMs were HIV infected, with the highest rates of prevalence among blacks (28%) followed by Hispanics (18%) and whites (16%). Increasing age and lower levels of income and education also were associated with higher prevalence rates. Poverty is also recognized as an important risk factor for HIV infection, and a greater proportion of MSM with no health insurance and those who had not visited a healthcare provider during the preceding year were unaware of their infection; 55% of those unaware of their infection were not tested during the preceding 12 months.

HIV prevalence was highest among black MSM < 30 years of age. However, the majority of young black and Hispanic MSM in each age group were unaware of their HIV infection. Thus, available data suggest that HIV prevalence among MSM remains high; many HIV infected MSMs are unaware of their serostatus; and minority MSM are disproportionately affected by HIV. The NHBS data underscore the specific need for increased HIV testing efforts directed toward all MSM, especially minorities. It has been demonstrated that about 25% of individuals testing HIV positive and 33% of those testing negative did not return for results of standard testing (Kendrick, SR., et al., 2005).

3.3 HIV serologic testing for children

Most children were infected with HIV-1 through vertical transmission of the virus. The route of HIV-1 can occur in utero, at the time of labor and delivery, and breastfeeding. Before treatment or interventions to prevent transmission were available, the rate of MTCT of HIV-1 in the United States was approximately 25%. And now, both clinical and laboratory-based methods for the diagnosis of HIV-1 infection in children have been
developed. Laboratory-based methods include both immunologic and virological assays. Evaluations of clinical staging systems for the diagnosis of HIV-1 infection in children in sub-Saharan Africa, especially in young infants, have suggested limited sensitivity (Jones, SA., et al., 2005). Laboratory-based methods for the diagnosis of HIV-1 infection can be divided into 2 groups: immunologic and virological. The former includes (1) Detection of HIV-1 Antibodies, (2) Enzyme-Linked Immunosorbent Assays, (3) Rapid Tests which is to detection of IgG antibodies against HIV-1, (3) Semi-quantitative Antibody Assays, (4) Western Blot Assays, (5) Indirect Immunofluorescence Assays, (6) Analysis by Flow cytometry. Virological assay includes HIV-1 Culture, HIV-1 DNA Assays, HIV-1 RNA Assays and p24 Antigen Assays (Read, JS, 2007).

Rapid HIV tests provide results in min, use minimal laboratory equipment, and have been widely used especially in resource-poor settings since their introduction. However, false-negative results have happened, especially when the tests are used in infants. The case showed above demonstrates that the rapid HIV antibody test can result in false-negative results in infants. There are at least two possible explanations for the child’s negative rapid HIV-1 antibody results. First, the primary antibody production has been suppressed by the presence of maternal IgG antibodies (Karlsson, MC., et al., 1999).

Secondly, mothers living with HIV were highly immunosuppressed; therefore, the low level of maternally-derived circulating HIV-1 IgG was only detected by HIV-EIA and Western blot. While the antigen components used in the rapid assay merit further investigation, our data indicate that the HIV rapid assay test is not reliable in screening for HIV infection in infants aged <18 months. Due to passive transfer of maternal antibody during pregnancy, infants born to HIV-infected mothers remain antibody-positive into the second year of life, even if they are not infected. For this reason, standard HIV antibody tests cannot reliably confirm HIV infection in infants until after maternal antibodies have disappeared. Tests that can diagnose pediatric HIV infection accurately during the first year of life include HIV-PCR assays, HIV culture, and repeat p24 antigen tests (Shah, I. et al., 2006). The sensitivity and the specificity of an HIV DNA PCR at birth have been estimated to be 50% and 99%, respectively. The sensitivity of the test improves dramatically in the first weeks of life and reaches a sensitivity of 90% or better when used in infants who are older than 1-mo of age. Two negative tests by PCR or viral culture after 3-mo of age would indicate that a child is not infected and would be more useful than screening serology.

Although HIV DNA PCR and HIV RT-PCR are important tests in this clinical situation, they must be interpreted carefully. Several studies demonstrate a high sensitivity for both tests; however, specificities vary among reports. Also, HIV PCR testing should be repeated at regular, defined intervals, preferably lasting until the HIV antibody status of the infant is resolved (Sahni, AK., et al., 2005). HIV RNA amplification assays may be better at detecting HIV-infected infants than DNA PCR. In a cohort study, qualitative nucleic acid sequence-based amplification (NASBA) assay was shown to be highly specific and more sensitive than DNA PCR. NASBA results from infected children were compared with DNA PCR results from the same blood samples taken during the first 3 mo of life from HIV-infected and uninfected children. Sensitivity, specificity, and predictive values were calculated. The conclusion was that qualitative RNA assays (including RT-PCR) may be useful for diagnosing and excluding perinatal HIV infection in children after the first week of life for such purposes as initiating antiretroviral therapy and other treatment, resolving parental
uncertainty, determining timing of transmission, and providing endpoints for intervention trials. Infants born to HIV-infected mothers are at great risk of becoming infected with HIV during labor and delivery. HIV is present in breast-milk, and the risk of transmission during breast-feeding depends on several factors including infant age, pattern of breast-feeding, breast-feeding duration, breast health, maternal viral load, and maternal immune status. HIV rapid assay may not be sensitive enough for testing HIV antibodies in infants who are less than 18-mo old. Other sensitive assays, including fourth-generation EIA as well as nucleic acid amplification-based assays should be used.

### 3.4 HIV serologic testing for pregnant women

Major successes have been achieved in prevention of (mother-to-child transmission) MTCT of HIV-1 in the United States; the MTCT rate has decreased to less than 2% with antiretroviral treatment of HIV-1-infected pregnant women and, for women who do not yet require treatment of their HIV-1 infection, with the use of the following efficacious interventions to prevent transmission: antiretroviral prophylaxis, cesarean section before labor and before rupture of membranes, 12 and complete avoidance of breastfeeding.

The CDC recommends that all pregnant women receive universal HIV testing as early as possible during prenatal care, with repeat testing in the third trimester in certain circumstances, such as those exhibiting signs or symptoms of infection, those with high-risk behaviors, and those living in or receiving care in areas with a high incidence or prevalence of HIV (identifies 1 HIV infection for every 1000 pregnant women tested). The screening preferably should occur at the first obstetric visit, after the patient has been informed that an HIV test will be performed unless declined (the opt-out screening model). Permission for HIV testing should be included as part of the general consent for healthcare. Clinicians should provide pregnant women with appropriate information in regard to HIV infection, risk factors, and reasons for testing, and transmission risk to ensure an informed decision about screening. Reasons for declining HIV testing should be addressed. If a woman has an unknown test history during prenatal care or undocumented serostatus at labor and delivery, she should be screened at the time of labor or immediately postpartum with a rapid HIV test, unless testing is declined. The majority of women with undocumented HIV testing or serostatus have few or no prenatal care visits. Rapid point-of-care testing during labor has been shown to be effective and accepted, with acceptance rates of 86% among those approached for testing during labor and delivery (Jamieson, DJ., et al., 2007).

The HIV test result of an expectant mother should be documented in her chart as well as in the medical record of her newborn. After appropriate maternal consent is given, maternal and pediatric healthcare providers should both be aware of the mother's HIV serostatus. This is necessary so that appropriate prophylaxis and testing of an HIV-exposed infant can occur, as well as proper management of any potential complications. It is important for pregnant women to know their serostatus as early as possible in the course of pregnancy to prevent transmission to infants and partners (Mofenson, L., et al., 2006; 55).

In 2005, approximately 92% of all HIV/AIDS cases in children younger than 13 years of age were due to vertical (mother-to-child) transmission. In the United States, the use of combination antiretroviral therapy during pregnancy has reduced the transmission rate.
from approximately 20%-30% to < 2%. Transmission to fetuses and infants can also be prevented through antiretroviral therapy, cesarean delivery, and avoiding breast-feeding. Transmission to partners and others can be prevented by changing previous risk behaviors, such as no or inconsistent condom use and by reducing viral load through antiretroviral treatment.

All patients, including all pregnant women, should be given the option to decline HIV testing. However, the clinician should discuss the reasons for declining testing and document the decision in the medical record. Risks for HIV and reasons for testing should be thoroughly reviewed. A woman may decline HIV testing for many reasons: She may not believe that she is at risk for HIV. Fear also may be influencing her decision, whether it is fear of being HIV positive, fear of discrimination if positive, or fear of partner retribution. Often, women think that they are not at risk for HIV due to a poor understanding of HIV and its risk factors. Women may also be unaware of their partners' HIV or STD risk, which also influences HIV transmission (Witte, SS., et al., 2010).

Other reasons for refusing HIV screening include scheduling conflicts; concerns over cost; health insurance; confidentiality; and other reasons, such as having a previous negative test. Identified issues should be addressed as fully as possible by the provider, with the intent of overcoming barriers and alleviating specific concerns about screening. HIV testing should continue to be recommended at subsequent prenatal visits if this has been refused in earlier visits. However, refusing HIV testing should never affect the level or quality of prenatal care provided to the patient.
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The main goal in compiling this book was to highlight the situation in Africa in terms of AIDS and opportunistic diseases. Several chapters reveal great poverty, an apocalyptic situation in many parts of Africa. Global migration of people resulted in their exposure to pathogens from all over the world. This fact has to be acknowledged and accepted as African reality. New, unconventional hypotheses, not determined by established dogmas, have been incorporated into the book, although they have not yet been sufficiently validated experimentally. It still applies that any dogma in any area of science, and medicine in particular, has and always will hinder progress. According to some biologists, in the future, AIDS is very likely to occur in a number of variations, as a direct result of the ongoing processes in the global human society. Thus, we urgently need a comprehensive solution for AIDS, in order to be ready to fight other, much more dangerous intruders.
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